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Hann (1908) , Khromov (1957) and Ramage (1971) map,  

Mid-20th century debate: annual march of westerlies  

Annual reversal of surface winds 

Ramage (1971) added Strength and Steadiness criteria.  

•Prevailing wind direction shifts at least 120 degree between January and July 

•Average frequencies of the prevailing wind direction in January and July >40% 

Since Halley (1686), monsoon has been defined by wind reversal 



Shifting monsoon definition from winds to rainfall 
 
A fundamental characteristics of monsoon climate is contrasting 

rainy summer and dry winter. 

Monsoon rainfall imposes greatest impacts on human and 
society. 

Monsoon heating plays an essential role in determining 
Atmospheric General Circulation. 

  
 



Reproduced from Wang 1994, J. Climate 

Early attempt to define Tropical Monsoon with OLR (Rainfall)   

M: Monson;  SA: Semi-Arid;  A: Arid;  PC: perennial;  TCZ: Trades convergence Zone 

The availability of remote sensing techniques since late 1970s has extended monsoon 

observations from continental into data-scarce oceanic regions. 

 Extension to western hemisphere and southern Africa. 
 Tropical monsoons entail substantial oceanic regions. 



Monsoon criteria by rainfall: (1) Annual range exceeds 300 mm (or 2mm/day) ; (2) Local summer precipitation 
exceeds 55% of the annual total precipitation; (Wang and Ding 2008)  Arid regions: Local summer precipitation 
rate is below 1 mm/day. Local summer : NH MJJAS and SH: NDJFM 

Monsoon domains defined by precipitation characteristics 

August mean 925-hPa wind 

GM covers about 28% of the Earth’s land and affects two-third of 
the global population. It includes eight regional monsoons 



What is GM? 
 GM represents the dominant mode of Annual Variation of the 

Global Tropical precipitation and circulation, a defining feature 
of the Earth’s climatology. 

 Physically, GM is a forced response of the coupled 
atmosphere-ocean-land climate system to annual cycle of solar 
radiation.  (generic definition) 

 GM system is a global-scale annual reversal of the three-
dimensional monsoon circulation accompanied by seasonal 
migration of the heavy precipitation.  



GM is the Dominant Mode of annual variation of Earth’s climate  

GM -- Hemispheric antisymmetric solstice mode 

Wang and Ding 2008 

71% variance 



Monsoon can induce Hadley & Walker Circulation 

Gill 1980 

Walker cell 

Hadley cell 

Air column  stretch generates 

low-level cyclone and upper-

level anticyclone. 

Heating generates Vertical 

motion, exciting equatorial 

kelvin and Rossby waves 



 “Lateral monsoons” (Webster et al. 1998) form the backbone of the Hadley 

circulation. 

 “Transverse monsoon” drives Subtropical High, Desert, and the Pacific 

Walker circulation. 

 During NH summer, Subtropical High is driven by transverse monsoon not the 

Hadley cell.  

Observed GM and Hadley & Walker circulation 

200 hPa divergent winds and precipitation 
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GM drives annual variations of ITCZ and Hadley circulation 

August minus February 925hPa winds: blue (red) is 

ITCZ position in Aug (Feb).. 
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Trenberth et al. (2002) 

About three quarters of the ITCZ are embedded within the 

monsoon convergence zone (MCZ).  



Roles of GM in Climate Dynamics 
 GM plays a pivotal role in driving annual variation of the 

ITCZ, Hadley circulation, and subtropical high and desert.  

 GM is central to the global hydrological cycle whose 
significance remains insufficiently understood, particularly 
in paleoclimatology. 

 

 



2. Land Monsoon Rainfall (LMR) response 
to anthropogenic forcing 
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 CMIP6 models’ projected future changes 
 Physical understanding the projected changes 
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Extreme Precipitation Changes With High Confidence 

 Heavy rainfall will increase on daily-to-multiday time scale and intense 
rainfall on hourly time scales, due to an increased available moisture 
supply and convective-scale circulation changes. 

 Dry spells will be prolonged, along with enhanced evaporation and runoff 
during heavy rainfall, increasing the risk of droughts.  

 Urbanization will cause a significant rise in the intensity and frequency of 
extreme rainfall events 

 

Monsoon climate change assessment, BAMS 2020 

Sensitivity of extreme land monsoon precipitation to global warming 
  Aproximately 8%K-1 Nearly independent of the regions, projected 

periods and emission scenarios,  

      Chang et al. 2022, J. Climate 



Mean Precipitation changes: Region-dependent 
(2065-2100) minus (1979-2014) climatology 

SSP2-4.5 (a medium emission scenario), 24 models’ MME 

 GMST will increase ~2.2oC.  
 Global total precipitation sensitivity: 1.9%/oC.   
 GM precipitation sensitivity:  0.8%/oC.  
 Global LMR sensitivity: 1.1%/oC. 
 Rainy season: (a) lengthened in NH due to late 

retreat (especially over East Asia), (b) shortened in 
SH due to delayed onset. 

 



The box: 17%- 83% (likely). The Whiskers: 5%-95% (very likely)  

Regional Land Monsoon precipitation sensitivity (%/oC) 

Jin et al. (2020) 

---------SH------------- -----------------NH------------------- 

--------------NH DJFM-------------- 

--------------NH JJAS--------------- 

---------SH JJAS-------- 

-----SH DJFM----- 

 LMP will very likely increase in 
South Asia (4.1%/K) and East Asia 
(4.6%/K), likely increase in 
northern Africa (2.9% /K), and 
likely decrease in North America 
(-2.3%/K).  

 NHM increase vs. SHM 
unchanged. 

 NH shows increasing Asian-
Australian-African monsoons vs. 
Decreasing North American 
monsoon 

 SH shows significant decrease in 
winter rainfall. 



Why does Regional Mean LMR 
change differently? 

Dynamic vs. thermodynamic effects 



In summer monsoon 
regions, both the  
specific humidity and 
dry static stability 
increase nearly 
uniformly. 
 
 
The two thermodynamic 
effects tend to offset 
each other. 

Uniform Change of thermodynamics: Specific Humidity and Dry Static Stability 

JJA DJF 



Change of surface warming pattern (Dynamics) driving monsoon circulation 

NH warmer-than SH---  enhances NHM while weakens SHM 
Land warmer-than Ocean --- enhances Asian-NAF monsoon but not NAM 
El Nino-like warming----  weaken NAM and global monsoon in general 



JJAS NH minus SH surface air 

temperature change [(T2m, 

0°N–60°N, 0–360°E) - (T2m, 

40°S-0 °S, 0°–360°E)]. SSP2-

4.5 scenario.  

“NH-warmer than-SH” linked to NH JJAS 
monsoon precipitation 

Why the LMR change  shows NH-SH asymmetry 



Equatorial central Pacific (5 °S -5 ° N, 

150 ° E-130 ° W) SST. 

NAM total precipitation links to the 
projected equatorial Pacific warming 

JJAS 

Why the NH LMR shows east-west asymmetry 

“Land-warmer than-ocean”“ linked to 
Asian-NAF JJAS monsoon 

The land regions are located in the domain (0-50° N, 30° W-

180° E). The adjacent ocean regions are located in the domain 

(20° S-50° N, 30° W-180° E).  



What determines change of 
Regional Mean LMR? 



The components are estimated based on the CMIP6 24MME.  

Vertical moisture advection dominates future rainfall change 

o Vertical moisture 

advection dominates the 

precipitation change. 

o Horizontal moisture 

advection often small,  

o Evaporation has a 

moderate contribution in 

most regions 

< 𝑫𝑷′ > ≈ < 𝐷𝐸′ > −𝑫 <
𝟏

𝒈
(𝝎𝟓𝟎𝟎 ∙ 𝒒𝟖𝟓𝟎) > −𝐷 <

1

𝑔
(𝑽𝟖𝟓𝟎 ∙ ∇𝑞850) > 

Diagnosed projected vertical horizontal 

Vertical M. Adv change Horizontal M. Adv. change Evaporation Prec. Change  

Simplified Theoretical Framework for attribution of precipitation changes 

Jin et al. 2020 



GHGs radiative 

forcing 

Thermodynamic effect 

a. NH warmer than SH 

b. Land warmer than ocean 

c. El Niño-like warming 

Differing monsoon 

circulation changes in 

various RMs  

Dynamic effect 

Increasing 

temperature 

Top-heavy 

heating 

Increasing Moisture 

uniformly 

Increasing Dry Static 

Stability uniformly 

∆𝑞850 increase 

uniformly 

∆𝜔500 Vertical motion 

suppressed and 

regionally different 

Monsoon precipitation change 

∆P ≅ ∆𝜔500 ×  ∆q850 +∆E 

Horizontally differential 

heating 

How GHG radiative forcing drives GM change 

Wang et al. 2020 

Cancellation 



Critical physical processes responsible for projected monsoon changes 
 

 Mean LMR changes are dominated by changes in the mid-tropospheric vertical 
motion and 850-hPa specific humidity (their product). The Regional difference 
is due to circulation change.  

  
 GHG forcing increases moisture content but stabilizes the atmosphere. The two 

thermodynamic effects offset each other. 
  
 The Inter-model spread analysis suggests that the GHG-induced circulation 

changes (dynamic effects) are primarily responsible for the NH and SH 
asymmetry and East-west contrast in NHM.  



Thanks for your comments 



Remarks on GM concept and importance 
 GM domain can be defined by rainfall contrast in the solstice seasons.  

 GM represents the dominant mode of Annual Variation of the Global Tropical 
precipitation and circulation, a defining feature of the Earth’s climatology. 

 Physically, GM is a forced response of the coupled atmosphere-ocean-land 
climate system to annual cycle of solar insolation.   

 GM system is a global-scale annual reversal of the three-dimensional 
monsoon circulation accompanied by seasonal migration of the heavy 
precipitation.  

 GM plays a pivotal role in driving desert/subtropical high, and annual 
variation of the ITCZ, Hadley circulation.  

 GM is also central to the global hydrological cycle whose significance remains 
insufficiently understood, particularly in paleoclimatology. 

 

   



Simplified Theoretical Framework for attribution of precipitation changes 

Moisture conservation equation for steady motion 

𝑃 = 𝐸 − 𝜔
𝜕𝑞

𝜕𝑝
− 𝑽𝒉 ∙ ∇𝑞 ,         (1) 

Taking a two-layer approximation of the troposphere with the interface at 500-hPa, assuming the 

mean specific humidity in the lower troposphere equals the q850, and neglecting upper tropospheric q,  

𝜔
𝜕𝑞

𝜕𝑝
≈

1

𝑔
(𝜔500 ∙ 𝑞850),  and   𝑽𝒉 ∙ ∇𝑞 ≈  

1

𝑔
(𝑽𝟖𝟓𝟎 ∙ ∇𝑞850),           

Equation (1) is simplified as 

𝑃 ≈ 𝐸 −
1

𝑔
(𝜔500 ∙ 𝑞850) −

1

𝑔
(𝑽𝟖𝟓𝟎 ∙ ∇𝑞850),         (2) 

Change of regional mean precipitation <DP’> is approximated by  

< 𝑫𝑷′ >≈< 𝑫𝑬′ > −𝑫 <
𝟏

𝒈
(𝝎𝟓𝟎𝟎 ∙ 𝒒𝟖𝟓𝟎) > −𝑫 <

𝟏

𝒈
(𝑽𝟖𝟓𝟎 ∙ 𝛁𝒒𝟖𝟓𝟎) >,         (3) 
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Asian-Australian monsoon convergence zone (60E-180E) 

Pacific trade wind convergence zone (170W-90W) 

July 

July 

January 

January 

GM drives annual migration of the Hadley circulation 

Trenberth et al. 2000 



The surface air temperature and extremely hourly rainfall trends (EXHP) for urban stations and rural stations in the 
Yangzi River Delta, calculated from changes from 1975-1996 to 1997-2018, during MJJAS. (From Jiang et al. 2020) 

Urbanization has caused a significant rise in the intensity 
and frequency of extreme rainfall events 



Green: simulated 

precipitation  
< 𝐷𝑃′ > 

 

Blue, vertical moisture 

advection 

< −
1

𝑔
𝜔500 ∙ 𝑞850 > 

 

Red:  < q850 > 

 

Brown: < 
1

𝑔
𝜔500 > 

 
24MME historical run 

(1979–2014) and the 

SSP2-4.5 run (2015–

2100). 

Regional LMR changes differ by vertical motion not moisture content change  

Jin et al. 2020 



Chang et al. 2022: Understanding 
future increases in precipitation 
extremes in global land monsoon 
regions,  
 The cutoff scale sensitivity, 

defined by the increasing rates of 

the cutoff scale over the GM 

region to the global mean surface 

temperature increase, is nearly 

independent of the projected 

periods and emission scenarios, 

roughly 8%K-1, which is seven 

times higher than the mean 

precipitation sensitivity. 

 Thermodynamics and dynamics 
have comparable contributions to 
the intensified precipitation 

extremes in the GM region.  
 

Sensitivity of land monsoon extreme precipitation to global warming  



IV. Challenges in the monsoon 
climate modeling and outlooks 

Wang, B., M. Biasutti, M. P. Byrne, C. Castro, C.-P. Chang, K. Cook, R. Fu, A. 
M. Grimm, K.-J.Ha, H. Hendon, A. Kitoh, R. Krishnan, J.-Y. Lee, J.P. Li, J. Liu, 
A.Moise, S. Pascale, M. K. Roxy, A. Seth, C.-H. Sui, A. Turner, S. Yang, K.-S. 
Yun, L. Zhang, and T. Zhou, 2020:  

Monsoons climate change assessment.  

Bulletin American Meteorology Society, doi: https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-
D-19-0335.1. 
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Model common biases 

 Poor SHM: overproducing SHM rainfall (>20%); SHM Onset (-2 
pentads)/withdrawal (+ 4-5 pentads).  

 Poor rainfall simulation in the equatorial ocean, WNP, Africa and 
North America (SST biases) 

 Tropical diurnal cycle (failures in convective parameterization)  

 Biases in internal variability hampers attribution and amplifies 
uncertainties in near future projection.  



Missing/poorly resolved processes 

Organized convection (mesoscale convective systems or 
monsoon depressions) at coarse model resolutions.  

Orography and land-atmosphere coupling (under-
developed parametrizations and a paucity of observations 
of land-atmosphere exchanges.  

Aerosols effects on  rainfall requires improved cloud 
microphysics schemes. 

Unable to simulate Extreme rainfall accumulations 
exceeding 1 meter/day.  

 



Sources of projected uncertainties 

 Inter-model spread of CMIP 6 models has remained large. 

Model uncertainty in GM mean precipitation:  

 Divergent circulation changes caused by hemispheric and 
 land-sea thermal contrast 

 Uncertainty in SST warming patterns (cold-tongue bias and 
 underestimated marine stratocumulus) 

 Cloud and water vapor feedbacks, vegetation feedbacks, and 
aerosol feedback.  

Uncertainties from internal variability are large in the 
midlatitudes, but decrease with increased ensemble members.  



Way forward 

 Explicitly resolve deep convection and their responses to anthropogenic forcing to 
make extreme projection. 

 Better understand the contribution from forced response and internal variability 
and the forced change of internal variability. Apply large ensembles methods 
(Maher et al., 2019) or perturbed-parameter ensembles (Murphy et al., 2014).  

 Develop emergent constraints applicable to monsoon ensemble projections. 

 Quantify the uncertainties in aerosol processes, water-cloud feedback, ecosystem 
feedbacks to climate change and elevated CO2, and land-use impacts.  

 Quantify the causes of uncertainty at the process level by coordinated simulations 

 Theoretical advances to understand monsoon circulations in a changing climate.  

 Understanding monsoon responses to natural external forcing through study the 
past climate.  


